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abstract
In their quests to acquire preternatural objects and exchange them with their social and
economic peers, the last two count-kings of the Crown of Aragon, Joan el Caçador, “the
Hunter” (r. 1387–96), and Martí l’Humà, “the Humane” (r. 1396–1410), applied the full
range of mechanisms available in their courts and bureaucracies. The kings’ vigorous participation in a late medieval spiritual economy is evidenced in their choice of quest objects—
respectively pieces of unicorn horn and relics of local and transnational Christian saints—and
their use of diplomatic means to acquire these tangible pieces of the preternatural. This article
investigates the reigns and spiritual proclivities of these sibling sovereigns, Joan and Martí,
illuminating to scholars of the medieval past the kings’ markedly different personalities and
ruling styles.

introduction
Medieval travel across land and sea alike could be hazardous. Although
sure-footed mules might traverse successfully well-worn paths on land, sailing
the Mediterranean represented another, most frightening, prospect entirely. In
the words of Jean de Joinville, biographer of Louis IX of France, the maritime
traveler, “who would expose himself to such danger while in a state of mortal sin
is foolishly bold, for there you fall asleep at night without knowing if you might
find yourself at the bottom of the sea by morning.”1 Whether traveling by land or
sea, the medieval voyager would have needed an indispensable aid for his or her
journey: the map, an object that is, in the words of Palmira Brummett, “a purposely visual crafting and circumscribing of space . . . a manifestation of history
and imagination as well as science and function.”2 Yet no mappa mundi exists
that can help the scholar of the medieval past to delineate precisely the outlines
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of any individual’s particular religious practices and proclivities. How, then, does
he or she attempt to do so for anyone, let alone for two particularly powerful
individuals, King Joan el Caçador, “the Hunter” (r. 1387–96), and his successor
and younger brother, King Martí l’Humà, “the Humane” (r. 1396–1410). The
last two count-kings of the Crown of Aragon from a venerable dynasty that
had been established by their ancestor, Count Guifré el Pelós, “the Hairy,” in
the ninth century, their late medieval reigns are perfect for investigating cultural
and intellectual history in the fourteenth- and fifteenth-century Mediterranean.
Their royal chanceries were veritable factories of document production; indeed,
the interested scholar has a wealth of riches in the sheer quantity of sources
available for consultation. Joan’s and Martí’s other sobriquets—respectively,
“el Descurat” (the Negligent) and “l’Eclesiàstic” (the Priest)—hint at their contemporaries’ perception of their actions and personalities. Both these characterizations, of course, elide the historical nuances that are central to understanding
these two kings, but there is a grain of truth to them. Joan had a troubled rule
over his kingdom and preferred to spend his time hunting, engaging with occult
matters, consulting astrological works, and savoring troubadour music. Martí
was a sovereign in whom religious and secular matters alike tightly converged,
a king who would spend hours at devotions, yet never hesitate to resist actively
any transgressions committed by powerful prelates, abbots, and bishops in his
own kingdom, as he felt ecclesiastical matters were a natural extension of his
royal privilege.
In this article, I rely on an interdisciplinary approach to study the manners, regnal styles, and personalities of King Joan and King Martí in order to
explore the contours of their religious orthodoxy and secular authority. By
investigating notarial sources, bestiaries, and artistic sources, I question the
simultaneously similar and different methods by which both Joan and Martí
acquired, distributed, and donated tangible, supernatural bits of material
culture—respectively, unicorn horn and Christian relics—evidencing their
participation within a much larger, late medieval religious economy.3 Both
sovereigns engaged in an intense gifting and exchange of supernatural material
culture with their social and economic peers in their own dominion, as well as
with their contemporaries in other kingdoms. In applying the full range of the
mechanisms of their royal bureaucracies in their hunt to acquire and distribute pieces of unicorn horn and relics, Joan and Martí enforced their monarchical prerogatives and demonstrated their individual religious and cultural
proclivities.
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hunting the unicorn horn
Modern popular culture has relegated the unicorn to a less-than-serious status.
A widely recognized fantastic animal with an equine body and a twisting meterlong horn that protrudes from the center of its head, the history of this preternatural creature is ancient. Nevertheless, within contemporary understanding
the unicorn sometimes stands as a figure of saccharine sentimentality, outrageous camp, or postmodern irony. Within medieval reckoning, however, the
unicorn occupied a far more illustrious and powerful place, and was a deeply
symbolic animal, one celebrated in period art, music, and literature—and, perhaps most famously, in a series of late medieval tapestries that depicted a unicorn’s interaction with a woman in a flowered glade, a narrative that represented
the five human senses.4
The unicorn was also an object of desire for Joan el Caçador, who doggedly
pursued obtaining a unicorn’s horn, also known as an alicorn, during his tenure
as both prince of Gerona and count-king of the Crown of Aragon. In discussing the unicorn’s place in medieval culture, addressing the purportedly “superstitious” character of Joan, and investigating his use of the resources of the Crown
of Aragon in pursuit of the unicorn’s horn, Joan’s quest reflects yet another
aspect of the count-king’s application of his monarchical authority, one that
heretofore has not been adequately investigated.
At face value, the account of Joan’s dogged pursuit of a unicorn’s horn
seems risible, even foolish. Joan was an avid sportsman and the hunt was his
favorite pastime. Additionally, Joan also enjoyed contemporary fashion, troubadour music, and Provençal literature. Because of his search for the unicorn
horn, in addition to his interest in the occult arts of alchemy, astrology, and
divination—and instead of focusing on the quotidian administration of his
realms or helping rectify the theological trauma of the Great Schism—Joan
earned, perhaps unfairly, the opprobrium of many of his contemporaries, as
well as later scholars. A century ago, when Josep María Roca i Heras wrote
his monumental study on Joan and his dominions, he expended considerable
energy focusing on the sovereign’s character, especially his proclivities that Roca
deemed “superstitious.”5 Such a term is not value-neutral and, unfortunately,
has colored subsequent studies surrounding the count-king, as some scholars,
such as Jocelyn Hillgarth, have deemed him flighty and overly engaged with his
purportedly flippant endeavors at the expense of ruling as a strong king.6 His
behavior also earned him the lesser known, and much less flattering, sobriquet
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of “el Descurat,” or the Negligent. He was, in premodern and modern eyes alike,
perceived as a negligent sovereign who would rather spend his time at his fashion, his music, his stargazing, and his hunt.
Although Joan certainly had problems with prioritizing his actions and
should have spent less time hunting and hunched over books of astrology and
more time dealing with diplomatic and religious affairs, Roca’s disapproving
assessment of the sovereign as “superstitious” proves both anachronistic and
unfair, as it dismisses outright the worldview in which Joan operated. Applying it as such ultimately does a disservice to the medieval people for whom the
preternatural represented potential reality. That which seems to us moderns
as monstrous and fantastic was, for the medievals, if not quite real, at least real
enough for them to modify within shifting geographic and cultural contexts.7
Put differently, the medievals were able to utilize and craft “a form of zoological
identity . . . significant in the context of religious ceremony and display” that
transcends the “rationalist accusation of a mistake or sloppy thinking.”8 Modern
historians can thus gain much by reviewing this supposedly vapid king’s interests. Even though the unicorn has never historically existed as a living, breathing
animal, certainly in the mind of Joan, and perhaps in the minds of his courtiers,
his administrators, and his hunters, the unicorn existed if only to provide horns
for the taking. In writing to his administrators across the length and breadth
of his domain, Joan’s quest for the unicorn horn does not represent his supposedly superstitious or flighty inclination, but instead a concrete manifestation of his authority. At least as has been revealed in the documentary record,
Joan never doubted the fundamental truth that there existed unicorns to supply
horns. Nor was Joan unique among other medieval secular authorities, many of
whom were also interested in obtaining a horn for their own royal treasuries,
which they did (often mere ivory horns shaped accordingly).9 What is unique
about this particular case and what modern historians can learn from studying and applying it to other venues and periods, is that we have evidence that
demonstrates the full application of royal authority and power in pursuit of a
precious object simultaneously real and fantastic, natural and preternatural. In
his position as both prince and king of the Crown of Aragon, Joan exercised his
full royal authority to marshal the resources and might of the state to obtain and
traffic in an item that, to him, was indeed most precious.
Odell Shepard’s classic and deeply researched study on the role the unicorn
played in medieval and early modern cultural history, although dated, is nevertheless still useful for the modern scholarly hunter of this mythical beast.
Whether the unicorn existed is irrelevant. As Shepard waxed eloquently,
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“A dream, if it is no more than that, of such great age and beauty as this of
the unicorn, is far more worthy of consideration than the question whether we
shall have one species more or less in the earth’s fauna.”10 What is important,
however, and vital to any study surrounding the fantastic and monstrous, is the
recognition that in the medieval worldview, fabulous beasts and fearsome monsters existed at the liminal space between the known world and uncharted territory. Thus, although they might not be seen in the flesh, so to speak, they still
occupied the limits of what constituted civilization and simultaneously served
as physical and cultural reminders that reflected the monstrous potential within
each person.11
The unicorn first trotted onstage in antiquity. The Persians in the fifth century
b.c.e., the Greeks in the fourth century b.c.e., and the Roman naturalist Pliny
the Elder, in his first-century c.e. Historia Naturalis, argued that the unicorn
lived in the environs of India. Julius Caesar, however, broke with this larger
intellectual tradition and reported its existence in the forests of the Celts.12
The most important ancient authority on the unicorn, however, which laid the
foundation on which all subsequent bestiaries built their own collections, is the
second-century Alexandrian compilation of beasts, the Physiologus, a name that
refers to both the title and attributed author of the work.13 The various textual
traditions of the Physiologus differ on minor details, but they universally agree
on the following points regarding the unicorn: it is small, like a kid; that, despite
its size, it is most ferocious and its horn served as a deadly weapon; and, due to
its ferocity and speed, one cannot ever hope to take the unicorn by force, but
must instead trick it.
Crucial to the narrative of the hunt for the unicorn is the presence of a virgin.
The unicorn resists all manner of capture excepting the lure of a maiden’s virginity. If a virgin is used as bait, the unicorn will draw near and its ferocity will
be tempered. Docile, the erstwhile wild unicorn places its head in the maiden’s
lap, thus allowing for its capture and presentation before the king’s throne or its
death by hunters and hounds.
Many of the most famous medieval bestiaries that I have chosen to study
follow this narrative to the letter; the entry for the unicorn usually takes up no
more than the length of a paragraph. For instance, the early thirteenth-century
Bestiaire from Pierre de Beauvais, which heavily relies on Physiologus, describes
the unicorn’s physical characteristics as kid-like and its spirit as wild, to be subdued only when it encounters the virgin. Other medieval bestiaries, however,
emphasize the deeply sexual undertones in the narrative surrounding the hunt
for, and ensnaring of, the unicorn. As Florence McCulloch has remarked, “In the
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Syriac version, the emphasis is upon sexual attraction by the girl: ‘Then the girl
offers him her breasts, and the animal begins to suck the breasts of the maiden
and to conduct himself familiarly with her.’”14 Further, the oldest Old French
version of the story, Richard de Fournival’s thirteenth-century Bestiaire d’Amour,
reinforces this notion and stresses the sexual physicality of the hunt by positing
a pheromone linkage between the virgin and the unicorn: it is the particular
scent of the virgin that attracts the beast to her lap.15 This sentiment echoes in
later bestiaries as well. In two Catalan bestiaries, one from the early fourteenth
century and the other from the fifteenth century, the purportedly cruel and wild
nature of the unicorn is so tempered by “such a great odor of the scent of virginity,” that it is tamed and places its hooves in the virgin’s lap, thus allowing for its
easy capture and execution.16 Yet the anonymous authors of these particular
bestiaries suggest that such a task is impossible, as the beast cannot be captured
by any means employed by the sinful and the wicked. To further underscore
this point, and link the figure of the unicorn with Christ, both Catalan bestiaries relate the account of Saul of Tarsus’s revelation of Christ on the way to
Damascus, in which Jesus asked Saul, “Saul, Saul, why do you persecute me?”17
As medieval authors read allegorical meaning into every biblical figure and
fantastic and mundane creature alike, the unicorn provided especially fertile ground. Medieval bestiaries, drawing on a position espoused in the sixth
century by Pope Gregory the Great, suggested that the unicorn represented
Christ. Almost universally, they “agree that Christ is the spiritual unicorn who,
descending into the Virgin’s womb, was incarnate, was captured by the Jews,
and condemned to death.”18 This was read in every physiological aspect of the
unicorn: its twisting horn symbolized the intertwining of God the son with
God the father, and its fierceness in combat—in which it fought frequently
against lions or elephants, depending on the particular bestiary—signified
“the inability of heavenly powers to know Christ and of Hell to hold him.”19
Although ferocious, the unicorn was unassuming, and thus “its small size signifies Christ’s humility in assuming humanity; and its kid-like appearance represents Christ’s being made in the likeness of carnal sin.”20 The twelfth-century
French bestiary of Philippe de Thaon reads the virgin’s bosom as representing
the Church, and her kiss that placates the unicorn as peace. A notable exception to reading the unicorn in this manner, however, appears in the high medieval Waldensian bestiary. In that particular source, the unicorn is a wholly
wicked and diabolic creature that, like the unicorn in the Bestiaire d’Amour, can
be overcome and captured only by the “scent of virginity, that is, by virtue and
good works.”21
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Despite the rich symbolism of the narrative surrounding the unicorn hunt,
we must now turn to the practical reasons why Joan sought the unicorn horn.
Like many other medieval hunters of the horn, Joan wanted it for its therapeutic properties. The ancient Indica, reportedly written by the fifth-century
b.c.e. Greek scholar Ctesias, and which echoed throughout subsequent medieval manuscripts, notes the horn’s most important therapeutic qualities: when
dipped in water or other spirits, the horn can detect the presence of poison and
purify the liquid. The water in which it was dipped could also be drunk to cure a
poisoned person. Moreover, the elixir could also ward off epileptic convulsions.
This latter point would have been of particular interest to Joan. As a young
boy, the prince frequently suffered epileptic attacks, which he would endure
the rest of his life, and frequently he had to spend his summers staying put in
his ducal city of Gerona in order for his custodians to monitor his health.22
Indeed, young Joan’s health was so grave that ambitious individuals who could
provide remedy to the young sovereign would be handsomely rewarded, as seen
in the case of Guillem Metge, who created medicines and brought them to the
sickly prince.23 Due to his service to Joan, by 1356 Joan’s mother, Queen Elionor,
named him as a “domestic and familiar” and made him a regular member of the
royal household.24
Joan’s ill health as a youth colored his later outlook on life, making him a
hypochondriac. Throughout his reign, the Crown of Aragon suffered from
waves of plague, which the king scrupulously, even obsessively, sought to avoid.
In 1395, a particularly bad year, Joan and the queen, Violant, uprooted the royal
court and fled from Catalonia to Majorca to avoid the disease. In 1396, with
the plague having abated, the court moved back to Perpignan, the seat of the
kings of Majorca. But Joan was quite cognizant of the medical properties of the
unicorn horn and, indeed, such recognition appears to have been the driving
force behind his search for the precious item. In June 1377, while he was duke of
Gerona and thus the heir apparent to the throne of the Crown of Aragon, Joan
wrote to his cousin, the Count of Urgell, regarding a unicorn horn. A month
earlier, in June, Joan requested that his cousin send him the unicorn horn that
was purportedly safeguarded in the chapel of Not de Montacada, part of the
cathedral of Lleida.25 In the July missive, Joan explicated further on the properties of the unicorn horn, the marvels of which he witnessed with his own eyes.
While in Perpignan, the Count of Armangac sent a bit of unicorn horn as a
present to Joan and reported that his vassal, the master of Rodes, proved the
veracity the horn by setting up an experiment using two dogs. He gave them
both strong poisons mixed in with their food and touched only one of the dogs
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with the piece of unicorn horn. The count reports that “the dog that was not
touched with the horn died and the other survived.”26 To ensure that it was not
a fluke, Joan repeated the experiment with two additional dogs and his own
horn, and reported to his cousin that he received the same result. Moreover,
Joan mentioned that he used this particular bit of horn for the public good,
relying on it to provide assistance for his subjects who had been accidentally
poisoned. He thus requested that his cousin send him other bits of unicorn
horn that he had heard were present in his domain.
Throughout his principate, Joan hunted the unicorn horn, as well as other
precious stones and relics. In July 1375 he wrote his aunt, the Countess of Urgell,
to thank her for her gift of an unnamed precious stone that saved his life on
many occasions.27 Moreover, Joan sent along pieces of unicorn horn to his
powerful peers. Such was the case in July 1378, when Joan sent Jaume d’Aragó,
bishop of Valencia, a piece of unicorn horn. Before sending it to the bishop, and
to ensure that the said horn was true, the young prince decided to engage in a
horrific experiment by testing it against an anonymous Jew who was facing capital punishment. Joan had his vassals procure a powerful poison and administer
it to the condemned Jew. Once he collapsed and was on the point of death, they
forced open his mouth and gave him five spoonfuls of unicorn-horn-infused
water. Five days later, the Jew fully recovered and was then hanged.28 Joan even
participated in a long-distance trade of precious stones and pieces of unicorn
horn, sending them far afield from his realms—as in 1383, when he provided
Leo V of the House of Lusignan, the king of Armenia, a bit of unicorn horn
that also proved efficacious against poison.29
The spring and summer of 1379 were fertile seasons, at least in terms of
documentary evidence, for Joan’s hunting of the unicorn’s horn. In March, while
residing in Barcelona, Joan wrote the prior of the monastery of Roncesvalles
and offered him one hundred florins to remove the horn from behind the monastery’s walls.30 Less than a month later, he also wrote his niece, the Princess of
Sicily, honoring her request that he send her a piece of horn.31 In May of that
same year, Joan wrote the Count of Cardona, who also requested, via the royal
mayordomo, Mossen Francesch Sencliment, that the prince share his horn with
him. Joan agreed and sent a piece, but stipulated that the count was to share the
precious horn with his wife, the countess. Joan further encouraged the count not
to fret about the size of his horn, “because even a small piece has the same worth
as a great one.”32 Finally, in June 1379, Joan wrote the Viscount of Castribonus,
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near Perpignan, and requested that he contact the monks at Roncesvalles for a
horn, promising the viscount that he would provide whatever royal assistance
he would need to procure said horn.33 In the winter of 1380, Joan wrote his
bureaucrat Jacme Pallaresii and commanded him to provide Pope Urban VI
with a piece of unicorn horn, as well as instructions for its use: “Drink water in
which the . . . piece was steeped, and you will face no danger from anything.”34
Later that year, Joan also sent the Duke of Brebono yet another piece of unicorn
horn to be used against poison.
When Joan became king, he continued his pursuit for the unicorn horn and
other precious relics, including the bezoar, a stone used to protect against poison, as well as another unnamed stone that promoted fertility, although the
documentary evidence concerning Joan’s quest for objects to ward off poison
peters out during his tenure as king.35 The last document available comes from
June 1395, in which Joan wrote his daughter Joanna, Countess of Foix. Joan sent
his daughter a bezoar and a serpent’s tongue, which also were understood in
the medieval mind-set as being able to detect and ward off poison. He related
the good state of his and her mother’s health, but urged his daughter to use the
gifts that he would send, as her present welfare was dear to her parents and
siblings alike.36 Approximately one year later, Joan himself met his end while
engaging in the pastime for which he was best known. On May 19, 1396, while
the king was in hot pursuit of a stag in the wilds outside of Gerona, Joan slipped
from his horse, fell hard on the ground, lapsed into a coma, and died, thus setting the stage for a dynastic crisis and the eventual ascension of his younger
brother, the pious and stoic Martí, to the throne of the Crown of Aragon. As
indicated in the historical record, Martí eschewed many of his older brother’s
diversions, including his attempts to obtain and trade in unicorn horns. Even if
Martí believed the unicorn existed, he apparently did not consider procuring
and sharing its horn to be tasks worthy of a monarch.
Although it is tempting to say Joan’s death was not in vain, as he died doing
something he loved, his interest in the hunt was far more important than just
the sport of medieval kings. The hunt occupied a unique locus within the medieval world depending on the quarry pursued, and Joan’s hunt for the unicorn
horn was a quest for a tantalizing object that was both supernatural and real.
The hands of authority hoped to, and frequently did, grasp the fantastic, and
the king never hesitated to engage the mechanisms of his royal bureaucracy in
his attempts to do so.
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the relics and religiosity of martí l’eclesiàstic
Not unlike what his royal predecessor and older brother, Joan, did with pieces
of unicorn horn, Martí exchanged powerful Christian relics with his social and
economic peers. In the case of his acquisition and translation of the body of
the venerable bishop of Barcelona, Saint Sever, he did so in order to demonstrate his sanctity, as well as to establish clearly his monarchical power. This
certainly was not the only, nor even necessarily the most important, method
by which he constructed said authority, but Martí’s exchanging and gifting of
relics, like Joan’s acquisition, exchanging, and gifting of pieces of unicorn horn,
represented his active participation in a much larger network of late medieval
spiritual and supernatural economy.37 There existed significant supernatural
similarities between both unicorn horns and saints’ relics. By their very nature,
pieces of unicorn horn and bits of long-dead saints connect the natural and
supernatural worlds. Further, horn and relic alike could be used for therapeutic purposes.38 But the Catalan kings’ particular choice on what to obtain and
transmit is telling. Although their participation in a larger network of exchange
helped demonstrate and legitimate their claims to monarchical authority, their
specific choices concerning what to acquire and disseminate evidence greatly
Joan and Martí’s markedly different characters and styles of ruling. Joan’s predilection for occult matters naturally led him to seek out the pieces of unicorn
horn, whereas Martí’s piety would not permit such a selection, despite the reading of the unicorn within a Christian framework. For him, relics of high-profile
saints would suffice instead.
As Teofilo Ruiz has rightly observed, excepting the works of Alberto
Boscolo and María Teresa Ferrer i Mallol, as well as the classic collection of
documents compiled by Daniel Girona Llogestera, there have been no biographical studies devoted exclusively to King Martí, although Rafael Tasis i
Marca, H. J. Chaytor, and Thomas Bisson provided glimpses of information
about this most pious king.39 More recently, works by Brian Catlos and, most
especially, Núria Silleras-Fernández have shed additional and important light
on details surrounding the reign of Martí and his queen, Maria de Luna.40
Newer studies, however, are devoting considerable energy to the character and
reign of Martí along the lines of Josep Maria Rocas i Heras’s classic study on
the reign and character of Joan el Caçador.41 Thus Martí does not dwell in complete darkness, and it is clear from the documentary record that Martí trafficked
in a wide variety of powerful relics, all of which were significant in their own
right.42
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Relics affiliated with the narrative of the Passion proved to be some of Martí’s
finest, and most favorite, forms of spiritual currency. In 1397, although Martí
was unable to resolve formally the crisis of the Great Schism, he nevertheless
provided his political ally and kinsman Pope Benedict XIII with a huge piece
of the True Cross before departing in May of that year.43 Early the next year, in
January, Martí received additional pieces of the True Cross from the monastery
at Vall de Jesu Christ, and in February, Martí’s deputy general of the realm sent
him two spines purportedly from the Crown of Thorns that were housed in a
golden reliquary.44 By March 1398 those thorns—as well as a comb attributed
to be the former possession of the Virgin Mary, and the arm of Saint Jordi,
whose cult was, and still is, closely linked with the identity of Barcelona and its
environs—arrived and Martí instructed his councilors, Miçer Bernat Dalmau
and Roman Torrelles, to go forth and meet the delegation who carried the relics with them.45 Martí did not just seek the arm of the patriotic Saint Jordi; in
July 1400 Martí wrote the Viscount of Roda to let him know that he had seen
the cedula the viscount gave to Berenguer Çes Oliveres that reported that the
Byzantine emperor, Manuel II Palaiologos, also had the head of Saint Jordi in his
possession.46 Martí commanded the viscount that he was to relieve the emperor
of that relic or, at the very least, arrange it so that the Venetians would gain it,
from whom he could ultimately acquire it.47 And powerful relics that traveled
great distances demanded dramatic veneration. No expense was to be spared,
as seen in the demand, for instance, that came from Martí’s panicer, Anthoni
Areia, on behalf of the sovereign to the Barcelonan merchant Petrus Mironi for
“two bolts of black Damascene silk, of the best quality you have,” which would
be used to drape the altars on which the various reliquaries rested.48
These, of course, were not the only relics Martí sought and acquired, as
he searched for, demanded, and obtained the bejeweled Holy Grail from the
monks at San Juan de la Peña, and which purportedly took up residence in
Valencia.49 But it is evident that Martí ensured he would always put the full
range of mechanisms into play when seeking whichever holy objects he desired.
Toward the end of 1398, in November, Martí wrote Johannis de Sanct Johanne,
a notary of Calatayud, demanding that he find out more about the rumored
presence of a reliquary that was purported to house Christ’s blood in the location surrounding Suriballa.50 Moreover, it was not just Martí who got into the
act; both his fellow nobles, as well as his queen, Maria de Luna, were greatly
involved in the transmission and exchange of relics. In 1398 Martí wrote to the
noblewoman Johanna Cathalana, daughter of Pere Guillem Cathala, regarding
the piece of the True Cross that she had requested from Maria de Luna, via the
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powerful and connected female religious Yoland Mulet. On behalf of his queen,
Martí provided Johanna both the piece of True Cross as well as its pedigree—it
was purported to be from the same relic that Saint Helena of Constantinople,
the mother of the fourth-century supreme representation of both secular and
Christian power, Emperor Constantine, gave to her son, which Emperor Constantine in turn gave to Pope Sylvester I.51 Although Martí did not disperse relics with complete abandon, apparently there were plenty of splinters of the True
Cross to go around. For example, in November 1400 the king wrote his cousin,
the Countess of Urgell, to let her know that his chamberlain, Pere Torrelles,
would be providing her a piece of the True Cross, “where our Lord wanted to be
hanged for the redemption and salvation of human nature.”52
Martí was willing to search all across the Mediterranean when it came to the
possibility of acquiring relics he found dear. He even was willing to engage, to a
point, in interfaith dialogue. The year before contacting the Byzantine emperor
for the head of Saint Jordi, in September 1399, Martí took the opportunity to
write to the new sultan of Egypt, Al-Nasir Faraj—who had succeeded his father,
Sayf ad-Din Barquq, who was the first sultan of the Mamluk Burji dynasty—
to obtain another powerful relic. In an extraordinarily polite diplomatic letter,
Martí explained that he had heard that the heart of Saint Barbara was in the
sultan’s possession and, expressing his “singular devotion” to that particular relic,
he requested that the sultan give it to Anthoni Ameler, a Barcelonan who was
also consul of the Catalan merchant community residing in Alexandria.53 In a
separate letter from 1400 to Ameler, Martí encouraged him to weigh all the possibilities of stealing the heart of Saint Barbara, should the sultan seem less than
receptive to providing it via diplomatic means, as there apparently had been a
substantial delay in response.54
Perhaps the best-known aspect of Martí’s interest in acquiring the remnants
of the Christian holy dead, as well as the most prominent application of the
full brunt of his royal prerogative in his quest for relics, appears in the 1403
translation of the relics of the bishop of Barcelona, Saint Sever. Within the
hierarchy of Christian relics, for a local saint he was of particular importance as
one of the earliest and most important bishops of Barcelona. It should be noted,
however, that the ascription of Sever as bishop of Barcelona in the fourth century does not bear out in the documentary record, whereas there exist accounts
of a similarly named seventh-century bishop of Barcelona. No matter—Sever
was a prestigious local saint and Martí’s unflagging support of him in the early
fifteenth century, which simultaneously saw an intensification of the saint’s cult,
was due to the saint’s purported personal and direct intercession for Martí.55
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The king had suffered a significant leg injury that risked the loss of his leg and
perhaps even his life. Sever supposedly visited the ailing king while he was
sleeping and cured him; Martí credited his survival and complete recovery to
the miraculous intercession of the long-dead bishop, and thus successfully petitioned Benedict XIII in 1404 to move the relics from their traditional home at
the venerable Benedictine monastery of Sant Cugat del Vallès to the cathedral
in Barcelona.
This entirety of this narrative was commemorated in the sixteenth century
through a series of oil-painted wooden panels created by the Portuguese artists Pere Nunyes and Enric Fernandes. Commissioned for the chapel of the
Hospital de Pobres Sacerdots in Barcelona, the entire creative process from
conception to execution took nine years. The final steps took place when, on
March 14, 1541, Nunyes and Fernandes agreed to paint the narrative for the
hefty sum of two hundred pounds; they completed the work on August 23, 1542.
By 1685 the administrators of the Hospital of Saint Sever noted that the altarpiece was in dire need of restoration; afterward, the altarpiece was transferred
to Olesa de Bonesvalls, near Garraf, where it remained until 1777. Although it
stayed in the same town, it was eventually moved to the parish church and, by
1809, to the hospital chapel. By 1929 the panels were transferred to the Museu
Diocesà, where they currently reside, and were once again restored in 1992.56
The paintings themselves depict the narrative surrounding the life and deeds
of Sever. The left panel portrays the miraculous election of Sever as bishop of
Barcelona, as well as the episcopal consecration of Saint Sever. The right panel
shows the martyrdom of Saint Sever and, of particular significance, the moment
when Sever comes to the sleeping sovereign, whose crown rests on a bedside
table within easy reach. Accompanied by four angels, one of whom lifts up the
blanket covering Martí to show the saint the king’s wounded leg, Sever heals the
ailing king. The predella at the bottom of the altarpiece shows the physical presence of both the elder Martí and the young heir apparent, also named Martí,
who arrived in March 1405, at the translation of Sever’s relics from Sant Cugat
to the cathedral in Barcelona.57
Despite his interest in relics, Martí sought to restrict others’ access to the
preternatural. And like many a medieval sovereign, Martí did not hesitate to rail
against those he felt richly deserved his wrath by interacting with those matters
in a less than admirable manner. For example, in 1399 he wrote to the Majorcan alchemist Jaume Lustrach, who was working on a project searching for the
philosopher’s stone commissioned by Joan. Martí demanded to investigate it,
despite Lustrach’s misgivings about completing the project. After reviewing the
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materials, Martí thundered to Lustrach that his work was naught but “all vanity
mixed with great temerity, and that for good reason he would be worthy of
being well punished,” and wrote to his administrators on the island, Berenguer
de Montagut, lieutenant governor, and Mateo de Lostos, royal procurator,
demanding that they imprison the disgraced alchemist. Lustrach’s punishment
was staved off solely by the intercession of Queen Maria de Luna, and Martí
wrote the veguer of Barcelona in May 1400 to set the alchemist free with all his
goods.58
To be sure, it is in Martí’s reaction to others’ religious proclivities and practices
that help to paint a more complex, albeit contradictory, picture of the contours
of Martí’s own faith. One of the most telling incidents surrounding Martí’s
religiosity, as well as his policing of others’ religious practices, was his reaction
to the gathering of mudéjares, the Muslims resident within the Christian-ruled
dominion of the Crown of Aragon and its possessions, at Atzeneta. During his
tenure as prince, he had very little problem with this local pilgrimage site—
which was reputed to be the grave site of Galib ibn Hasan ibn Ahmed ibn Sid
Buna al-Juzai, a known qadi whom devout Muslims also venerated posthumously as a prophet—and commanded local authorities to permit members
from some twenty-five mudéjar families to go on pilgrimage to Atzeneta. By the
time he was king, however, Martí took a far more radical stance. In 1400 Martí
wrote his administrator, Guillem Martorell, commanding him to punish those
mudéjares who continued to visit the site of Atzeneta and leave votive offerings
at the shrine, despite royal prohibition. Perhaps reflecting on the proscription
that Pope Clement V promulgated at the Council of Vienne in 1311, in which
the pontiff argued that secular and ecclesiastical authorities were to prevent
Muslims from publicly invoking the name of Muhammad, announcing the call
to prayer, and going on pilgrimage to local saints’ sites. As these acts were considered “an offense to the Christian community,” by March 1403 Martí had lost
patience with the mudéjares who continued visiting Atzeneta.59 Claiming that
the mudéjares’ religious devotion to the site constituted a “derision . . . of the
holy Catholic faith,” he commanded his uncle, the Duke of Gandia, to destroy
the mosque, to pulverize the body of the venerated Muslim saint, and to cast the
ashes into the sea or let them be borne aloft by the wind.60 For a monarch who
knew very well the power and prestige of relics, who actively built his own power
by receiving, moving, and in some cases demanding Christian relics, his proclamation to have the Muslim saint’s body exhumed, pulverized, and discarded
is most illustrative. Although Martí believed the gathering of mudéjares at the
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shrine of Atzeneta to be a matter of both diplomatic and religious security, had
his uncle actually carried out his royal command, such actions would undoubtedly have resulted in an intense response within the mudéjar community and
could have triggered outright rebellion. For what it is worth, there does not
appear to be any documentary evidence, as far as I know, that Martí pushed the
issue further, and the shrine of this Muslim saint survived well into the early
modern era.

conclusion
The mechanisms behind the fashioning of medieval religious identity, and how
that identity shifts and mutates in response to various on-the-ground conditions, are extraordinarily complex and diverse. Joan’s and Martí’s participation
in a late medieval spiritual economy by trafficking in powerful and preternatural items constitutes but a small part of this fashioning. Undeniably intriguing, these kings’ participation poses important questions for scholars in late
medieval cultural and religious history, and it is my hope that this research will
inspire other scholars to investigate further the trafficking in tangible supernatural items. The choice of these kings’ gifts sheds enormous amounts of light
about these two sovereigns. For Joan, the unicorn horn was more than just an
item to assuage his sense of hypochondria. It also manifested his own sanctity
and thaumaturgy, for in his providing pieces of unicorn horn to his social peers
and to those who needed it, he could heal as if he possessed the royal touch
itself.61 In my estimation, because Martí inherited the throne as an older man
and under dire circumstances—as Matheu de Castelbon, the Count of Foix,
had invaded the Crown of Aragon to claim its throne after the sudden death
of Joan via the hunting accident in 1396—Martí sought to distance himself
significantly from the perceived excesses of his brother’s reign. He did so by
imprinting the culture of his court with a most pious stamp, as evidenced in his
engagement with topics in the realm of l’imaginaire, such as matters surrounding the occult; the efficacy, power, and sanctity of relics; and his great concern
about the possibility of a mudéjar uprising centered around the locus of the
Muslim shrine. It is clear that the contours of Joan’s and Martí’s own religious
sensibilities were far from static; they ebbed and flowed in direct response to the
kings’ construction and application of their monarchical power over the course
of their respective reigns.
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Baldwin II. In addition, Louis had acquired a piece of the True Cross and used these relics associated with the Passion to announce his Second Crusade. For more, see P. Riant,
ed., Exuviae Sacrae Constantinopolitanae (Geneva: I. G. Fick, 1877), 45–56; and M. Cecilia
Gaposchkin, The Making of Saint Louis: Kingship, Sanctity, and Crusade in the Later Middle
Ages (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2008).
48. ACA, CR, R. 2240, fol. 150; Girona Llagostera, Itinerari del Rey en Martí, 48: “Per fer
nos tallar una cota la qual volem a la festa de les nostres reliquies, enviam de present aqui
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a vos lo feel panicer nostre N. Anthoni Arera, pregant vos affectuosament que li donets e
liurets decontinent dues peces de drap de seda damasqui negra del millor que tindrets per
la dita cota.”
49. ACA, Pergaminos, 136; Girona Llagostera, Itinerari, 67: “In Dei nomine. Pateat
universis quod cum, excellentissimus princeps et dominus, dominus Martinus Dei gracia
Rex Aaragonum Valencie Maiorice Sardinie et Corsice comesque Barchinone Rossilionis
et Ceritanie desideraret et afectaret multum habere in Capella sua illum Calicem lapideum
cum quo Dominus noster Ihesus Christus in sua sancta cena sanguinem suum preciosissimum consecravit et quem beatus Laurencius qui ipsum habuit a sancto Sisto existente
summo pontifice cuius discipulus erat ac diaconus sancte Marie indomnite misit et dedit
cum eius litera monasterio et conventui sancti Iohannis de la Penya sito in montaneis Iacce
Regne Aragonum. Cum quo calice postea abbates priores et preberii dicti monasterii consecrare consueverunt. E pro dicto habendo calice dictus dominus Rex Reverendum in Christo
patrem Anthonium Archiepiscopum Athenarum Consiliarium suum ad dictum monasterium destinasset. Tandem die veneris intitulata XXV In die Septembris anno a nativitate
Domini Millesimo Tricentesimo Nonagesimo nono, dictus Reverendum Archiepiscopum et
Religiosus frater Bernardus prior claustri dicti monasterii fecerunt relacionem predicto domino Regis existenti in sua Capella minori Aliaffarie Civitatis Cesarauguste quod explicata credencia per ipsum Archepiscopum ex parte dicti Domini Regis conventui predicti monasterii
omnes priores et monarchi ipsius monasterii tenuerant capitulum super tradicione Calicis
spuradicti et finaliter deliberarunt concedere dictum Calicem nemine discrepante domino
Regi predicto. Quibus recitatis predictos prior nomine suo et dicti Monasterii presentavit
dicto domino Regi et tradidit in manibus suis calicem lapideum supradictum. Et ipse dominus Rex recepto in manibus suis calice supradicto, volens facere dicto monasterio graciam aliquam pro eodem dedit et tradidit in manibus dicti prioris ad opus monasterii iamdicti unum
Calicem aureum capelle sue ponderantem ad pondus Cesarauguste marchos quinque et
uncia una in quoquidem Calice aureo supradicto sunt signa sequencia, videlicet: in pede tres
esmalti duo timbra et unus crucifixus Ihesus Christi et in pono qui est in medio sex esmalti
duo ad signum Aragonum, duo Regales et duo sancti Georgii cum. t. et in patena est unus
esmaltus Dei patris. Quaquidem donacionem de predicto calice aureo fecit predictus dominus Rex Monasterio supradicto sub tali condicione, videlicet quod ipsum Calicem Abbas
Maioralis et priores predicti monasterii vendere nec impignorare possint seu valeant ullo
modo quinimo calix ipse serviat dicto Monasterio et ad sui servicium sit solum modo deputatus. Et de predicto calice non vendendo et impignorando dicti Abbas Maioralis et priores qui
nunc sunt et pro tempore fuerint teneantur iuramentum prestare. Quiquidem prior recepto
dicto calice aureo cum sua patena predicta a domino Rege predicto cum graciarum accione
promisit dictum pactum de non vendendo nec impignorando calicem supradictum servare
quantum in eo fuerit et in tradicione per ipsum fienda de eodem calice conventui supradicto
servari facere dictum pactum pro dictum conventum prout superius continetur. De quibus
omnibus et singulis supradictus dominus Rex iamdictus mandavit per me Berengarium Sarta
secretarium suum presens fieri instruementum in testimonium premissorum presentibus
testibus nobilibus Berengarius de Crudiliis, Rogerio de Montechateno et Olfo de Proxida
militibus consiliariis et camerlengis dicti domini Regis. Sig+num mei Berengarii Serta secretarii dicti domini Regis et auctoritate regis notarii publici per totam terram et dominacionem
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ipsius domini Regis. Qui predictis ut continetur superius interfui et hec scribe feci et clause.
Constat tamen de literis in raso positis in secunda linea preciosissmum consecravit et quem.”
50. ACA, CR, R. 2242, fol. 46; Girona Llagostera, Itinerari del Rey en Martí, 48–49: “la
sancta reliquia de la sanch de nostre Senyor Ihesu Christ, la qual es stada trobada en lo loch
de Suriballa e de tots altres qui deposar vullen.”
51. ACA, CR, R. 2242, fol. 89; Girona Llagostera, Itinerari del Rey en Martí, 66: “Com per
part de nostra molt cara muller la Reyna sia stat a nos humilment suplicant que us volguessem
donar un troç de la vera creu, e nos volent satisfer a les pregaries de la dita Reyna e a la vostra
gran devocio, trametem vos per son Violant Mulet una creu dor hon ha dins una creueta del
sant fust de la Vera Creu d aquella propria que lo sant pare nos dona quan fou en Avinyo;
ço es d’aquella que santa Elena dona a Constanti e Constanti la dona a sant Silvestre, papa.”
52. ACA, CR, R. 2243, fol. 156; Girona Llagostera, Itinerari del Rey en Martí, 77: “on nostre
Senyor volgue esser posat per redempcio e salvacio de humana natura.”
53. ACA, CR, R. 2242, fol. 177; Girona Llagostera, Itinerari del Rey en Martí, 67: “Al molt
alt e molt noble lo solda de Babilonia, salut e Bonaventura. Sabut havem molt alt solda que
dins vostra senyoria es lo sant cors de sancta Barbara en lo qual nos havem singular devocio e
aquella havem per principal advocada. E com per la dita rao nos desijem sobiranament haver
vers nos lo dit sanct cors, pregam vos, molt alt solda, tant cordialment com podem, que per
amor e honor nostra, que en totes coses a vos plascents e agradables vos complauriem fort
volenterosament, vos placim atorgar e dona nos lo cors de la dita sancta e aquell fer liurar, qui
ls nos trametra de present, al feel nostre N. Anthoni Ameler ciutadan de Barchinona e consol
de catalans en la vostra ciutat d Alexandria.”
54. ACA, CR, R. 2241, fol. 85v.; Girona Llagostera, Itinerari del Rey en Martí, 75: “vos
havem encaregat e manat qui si per altra via no podets haver lo dit cors de Madona sancta
Barbara, que fessets tot vostre poder ajustant hi totes maneres possibles d aver lo per via
de furt.”
55. Anna Àvila i Padron, Millenium: Història i art de l’església catalana (edifici de la Pia
Almonia, Saló de Tinell, Capella de Santa Àgata. Barcelona, del 3 de maig al 25 de juny de 1989)
(Barcelona: Generalitat de Catalunya, 1989), 426.
56. Miquel Mirambell Abancó, Christus Splendor: In Charitate (Barcelona: Museu Diocesà
de Barcelona, 2004), 300–303.
57. Àvila i Padron, Millenium, 426–27; Mirambell Abancó, Christus Splendor, 300–303.
58. José Ramón de Luanco, La Alquimia en España (Madrid: Editorial “Tres, Catorce,
Diecisiete,” 1980), 159–60. See also Ryan, Kingdom of Stargazers, 154–56. See also Juan García
Font, Historia de la alquimia en España (Madrid: Editora Nacional, 1976).
59. Martí quoted in María Teresa Ferrer i Mallol, Els sarraïns de la Corona catalanoaragonesa en el segle XIV: Segregació i discriminació (Barcelona: CSIC, 1987), 95.
60. Michael A. Ryan, “Power and Pilgrimage: The Restriction of Mudéjares’ Pilgrimage
in the Kingdom of Valencia,” Essays in Medieval Studies (2008): 115–28: “Al egregi baro don
Alfonso duch de Gandia, oncle nostre molt car, salut e dileccio. Entes havem certament que
en lo terme de Confrides es una mesquita de moros apellada Atzaneta, en la qual venen
moros en gran nombre e diu se que y venen per devocio que damnadament han en .I. cors o
ossa d un moro qui jau en la dita mesquita. On com aço torn en derrisio e scarn de la santa
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fe catholica e nos no dejam sofferir en nostra senyoria semblants damnats actes, pregam vos
affectuosament requerim e manam que façats enderrocar la dita mesquita e cremar e polverizar la dita ossa o cors del dit moro e lençar aquella en mar o ventar per manera que alguna
cosa no se n pusca trobar ne esser ne memoria d aquaianant.”
61. Marc Bloch, The Royal Touch: Sacred Monarchy and Scrofula in England and France,
trans. J. E. Anderson (London: Routledge, 1973).
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